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ABSTRACT
Today Corporate Insider Intelligence and several eMarketer’s are progressing at a higher rate. Through this article, reader can
have a better learning of the current situation of businesses globally and their changing operation trends during this Covid-19
pandemic. The article further proceeds by evaluating the case studies with high growth perspective and technological
innovations. The article seeks the relevance through checking the probability of business replicas and planning strategies for
the next few years to combat the situation.
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The business world has recently taken massive leaps in terms of increasing economic power of emerging markets, international
arbitrations, increasing privatisation, global banking structure, technological revolution and clean- sustainable energy. The big
achievement is given that trades are rassling with alteration more than ever before: a multifaceted web of socio-economic, political,
technology, legal and regulatory and environment factors are now combining to rapidly disrupt the business landscape. The global
trends help organisations to ensure they are ready for the future by considerate and disruptive forces that they face and guide them
to take benefit of the opportunities. No longer businesses can be sure who their competitors will be or where the further intimidations
and breaks will come from.
The global market has spent much of the past year to familiarize to extraordinary circumstances due to Covid-19. There has been a
drastic shift in the conventional business model, followed by innovations in e- commerce. There is an arrangement among top
business leaders that even if the organisation is ahead today, they have to be frequently prepared to change, take considered risks
and be ready to fail fast, or their business is likely to get disordered. The fast-tracking digital alteration journeys would become a
top precedence for many companies to ensure business continuity, progressive efficiency and inauguration new business models to
remain competitive. Covid-19 will force companies to take fundamental steps to promote technology developments, and modernise
culture, organisational structures, measurement systems and operating architectures.
But the global financial meltdown has also been a crunched at the moment for private and public places alike. It has obliged leaders
to re-think urgencies and grab new occasions to get the economy back on its track. The lockdown limits ease around the globe and
significant trends are changing that will govern how the pandemic will enduringly transform the future of several industries. The
global crisis has seen the fuelling of novelty determined more by consumer demand and less by the bottom line. The trends in
developing businesses are as follows: -

THE GLOBAL TRENDS ARE:
1. Advanced Businesses
Smart Businesses are those that implement changing new technologies in a way that delivers their business policy and operational
fineness across all the internal core processes and external supply chain. This pushes IT development into the hands of the
operational teams.
2. Digitalisation
During the pandemic, consumers have moved dramatically toward online channels, and companies and industries have responded
in turn. Digital technologies have grown exponentially, and their use has globalized.
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3. Smarter workforce
Smarter workforce is one of the most powerful workforce explanations that has been announced. It is the amalgamation of human
insight, technology competences and big data analytics that sanctions business to not only help speculate outcomes, but to drive
them.

CONCLUSION
The Business world has found out ways to combat the global massacres that would no longer have high inclination on their annual
reports. The companies have been working hard and finding out numerous ways to progress their targets through efficient leadership
and work curriculum. This world of business will boom and flourish a lot in foretimes. With the current age many start-up companies
are entering the field, hoping to break into the main market.
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